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IMPROVED FAN GOVERNOR· 
The accompanying engraving represents a form and 

arrangement of the fan governor for steam-engines which 
was invented as long ago as 1842, by S. E. Chubbuck, 
of the late firm of Chubbuck & Campbell, by whom it 

This light and simple governor is manufactured and a long slot through which the needle passes, and a par
sold by S. E. Chubbuck & Son, Tremont-street, Rox- all0l slot for a knife to pass through and trim the work as 

bury, Mas�., to whom all inqniries in relation to it may 
be addressed. 

was applied to nearly all the engines 
which they made during the last 10 
years of their partnershIp, It is yery 
unusual for us to illustrate an inven-

CHUBBUCK'S FAN GOVERNOR. 

it moves along. Fig. 1 represents that pmt of an ordi
nary sewing-machine at which lhe work is done, show
ing also anti end view of the slide, of which the other 
figurcs rcprcsent dificrent portions. Fig. 5 i5 a view or 

thc slide as s3en from above ; E, being the plate against 

which tho edge of the cloth is placed, C, the slot for the 

noedle, and, D, th3 slot for the knife. II, Figs. 4 and 
5 is a pad for holding the cloth at one end of the slide 
which IS pressed down by the spring, G; and :1<', is a 
handle for drawing the shde back after it has been fed 

in to the end. Fig. 2 shows the fODt piecc, M, with its 

guide, N, and spaces nccessary for the neerlle and knife 

to work through. It has on its under side two grooves 

tD allow the stitches of the first row to pass on either 
side of the needle without hcing flattened while sewing 
the second ; the slirle having two points, b b, by which 

to guide the work, in order to make the seams parallel. 

tion in the SCIENTIFIC A�lEmcAN 
which has been so long made but, 
from evidence before us, we have 
reason to believe this governor a 

good one, and that, if better known , 
it will come into more general use. 

It is based on the principle that the 
resistance of the air to a revolving 
fan increases with the increase in 
the velocity of the revolution. 

The power from the engine is ap
plied to the governor by a belt upon 
the pulley, R, the axle of which 
pulley passes through the hollow 
shaft or sleeve, C, and carrirs upon 
its end the pinion, D. This pinion, 
D, gears into the pinion, E, which 
turns upon an axle firmly secured to 

the crank, F, of the sleeve, C. The 

fan, A, is firmly fastened to the 
pinion, E, and, of course, turns upon 
the same lihaft. It will be seen that, 

if the fan is prevented from revolving 
on its own axis, it will be carried by 
the pinion, D, around its axis; and 
if the freedom of the revolution of 
the fan is obstructed by the resist-

ance of the ail', it will be carried 
partly around by the pinion, D. It 
would, indeed, be carrried entirely 
al'Ound this axis, in the case of very 
slight obstruction to its revolutions, 
were there nothing to resis t its being 
thus carried ar 'Jlmd. 

The mode in which the variations 
in the position of the crank, F, are 
made to open and close the vah-e, 
will be readily understood by a brief 
inspection of the engraving. Upon 
the sleeve, C, is firmly fastened the 
wheel, G, which has the chain, 

Th e knife, L, is f<lstCl1cd into the needle carrier and 
and at each motion of the needle passes through the slot, 

D, and trims the edge of the cloth. In sewing lap 

SCams the knife is removed, and the edge of the low�r 
piece of cloth IS brought against the edge of the guide, 
E, which is set back from the slot, D, a proper distance 

and thus the cloth is held and the seam made paraU<!i 

with the edge of the cloth without difficulty. The slide 

A, has a rack on Its under side f or the feed wheel when 
the s lide is attached to machines having such feed; it 
being of course unnecessary in machines using the awl 

or needle feed. 
Pcrsons desiring fnrther information in regard to this 

invention may address the inventor as above. 

SOUTlmRN Cnops.-The New Orleans Picayune has 
received accounts of the progress of the sugar and cotton 

crops. In the Lafayette parish of this State the su£ar 

cane is yielding well. Cotton in th e same parish opens 

fast and yields largely. In the parish of Fcliciana the 
picking of cotton is progressing rapidly, and the yield is 
represented as quite large. In the parish of St. Mary's 

the sugar yield will bc vcry short, as the seed canc com
menced spoiling at un early pcriod of the .eason. The 
accounts from upper Tenuessee rcport the cotton plant 
as small, but quite thickly stocked and early oJlened. In 
South Tennessee and North :Mississippi the average is 
better than usual, the yield being full and the quality of 

the staple tolerably good. Late Texas a dvices describe 
heavy rains as having occurred in the western part of 
the State, which have injured the growing cotton very 

II, wrapped partly aroul1l1 its periphery, to which it is 
secnred by a staple; its other end passing down and partly 
around the wheel, I, to which it is fastened. The wheel, 

I, is keyed upon the axle of the throttle-valve. Another 
chain, J, is also fastened by a staple to the wheel, I, and, 
passing over the upper portion 

SEWING-MACHINE GUIDE. considerably. The New York Journal fit Commerce 
The sewiDg-machine is doulltlcss destined to receive blames the cotton-planters f or not being so careful as 

many improvements before oar inventors will consent to they were some years ago in cleaning their cotton, and 
call it perfect. In fact scarcely a day passes but from l asserts that they are to blame for the great quantity of 
one to three new devices are submitted for OUI' inspection I sand now found in it. 

-----.. �,., . 
TIlE ROTTEN I<'RIGATE.-The steam frigate .�finnesola, 

of the wheel, supports " 

weight, K, at each end, The 
weigh t, K, tends to turn the 
wheel, I, so as to open the 
valve; while an upward 
strain upon the chain, H, 
tends to close the valve. 

I --····�--·V which was founcl to be rottcn, and is now undergoing re

pairs at the Charlestown navy-yard, is only five ,vean; 

old, and has made but one cruise. All her outside 

planking, from the water-line to the plank-sheer, is de
cayed. :Many of her knees nre aho nnsound, so that 

.he will have to be almost rebuilt to fit her for service. 
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When the speed is properly 
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a 
yellow pine, wi th which the oa' came in contact, is also 

adjusted, if some of the ma- rotten. Y cllow pinG is considered rot-proof, in conse-
chinery is thrown out of gear, , a , 

I I '!uence of the great amount of rosin which it contains; 
the increased yelocity in the F != ::;: ." � I 1>f but the presence of the decaying white oak produced 
1'e"0Iutions of the fan, creat- .- .E "=II ! .� "-="'9 ;, eremacansis in the pine in this case, in the same manner 
ing greater resistance by the c- 1 A :; : ' I� 

,\ -'1.1 :: , 
, that a little leiwell promotes fermentation among a large air to these revolutions, � 

quantity of matter. The lIve oak in the l1finnasota has 
causes the c rank, F, to be I JJ \ not been the least aftceted with the rot; it is as fresh as 
carried further around the I _ _ � � IV hen put in. These are important facts for ship-builders. 
pinion, D, thu5 turning the .P,; ,() ... 
wheel, G, which, by means . . . . .. _. _______ . 

OOR TUANI<s arc due, and are herehy tendered to all 

of the chain, II, also turns _1.,' those friends of the SCIE:;TH'IC A�mmcAN who have 

the wheel, I, and partly responded to the enll we made in No. 17 of the present 
closes the yulve and fidapts volume, for an increase of our subscription Ii"t. Several 

thellow of the steam to the have rCiJPonded nobly, and we are tmly grateflll to them 

diminished resistance. If, on MARSH'S SEWING.MACHINE GUIDE, for it. Now that the long winter eyenings are uwronch. 
the other hand, additional ing-the time for reading and thinking, we fed as""reel 

machinery i$ thrown into gear, a rcversed operation takes and opinion in this line of invention. The annexed that this j ournal will snpply food to thoHsmllls of minds, 
plnce, and the valvc is opened more widely. Byadding cuts represcnt a guide and trimming knife, intended and we renew our application to its friends to aid in the 
to the weight, the opening of the valve and the speed of principally for boots and shoes , which was patented by increase of its circulation. 'Vo mean to labor hard to 

the machinery is increased ; and thus the number of .John'V. Marsh, of Oxford, Mass., Oct. 27, 1859. make it a welcome guest at the fireside; and all we ask 

strokes of the engine per minute may be adjusted at It consists of a straight metalie sl ide. a foot or more in is, that its readers will give us an appreciative response 

pleasure, wLh the greateRt po.',;hle facility. : length, to which the cloth or leather is attached, havin," j L", "c,n,lin,g 11'; \V subscribers, \Vho will respond to our eali? 
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